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Peckham Town FC does not tolerate harassment, bullying, abuse  
or victimisation of any individual (player, volunteer or supporter). 
This includes sexual or racial harassment or other discriminatory 
behaviour, whether physical or verbal. The club will work to ensure 
that such behaviour is met with appropriate action in whatever 
context it occurs. We commit to immediately investigate any  
claims when brought to our attention.

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

President and co-chairman Mike Smith

Chairman & Founder Bryan Hall

Club Development, press and programme editor Duncan Hart

Commercial Manager Sam Fowler

First team assistant manager Bryan Hall

First team assistant coach Ahmed Geele

Menace TV Tricia Phillip & Andrew Dawson

Honorary Vice-President in memory Don Walters

Secretary & Treasurer Jackie Phillip

Head coach & First team manager Mary Phillip

Reserve team managers Sam Strong & Tom Bland

Projects Darren McCreery, Simon Hemsley & Max de la Fargue

 Paul Arthur & Adriana Torres

Programme designers Matthew Caldwell & Rhian Wellington 

Menace cafe and bar Kathy Phillip, Bev Hall & Andrew Baffour

Turnstiles & welcomers Toni Seed & Chris Abbott

Supporters Menace Ultras

Partnerships Manager 

Jon Parker & Lauren Gillett

Peckham Town FC was established
in 1982 by the then 13-year-old
Bryan Hall. A successful journey
through youth football, Sunday
league and Saturday football
followed over the next thirty years,
with multiple league and cup wins.

The Menace secured the Bromley
District League Premier division
championship for a final time in
2012, as the club joined the Kent
County League and the National
League System.

Town won division 2 at the first
attempt in 2013, and this was
followed by three runners-up
finishes in a row from 2014 to 16.

Promotion to the premier division
(Step 7) was achieved at the 3rd
time of asking, and the club has
since achieved a second, fourth
and third place finish respectively
from 2017 to 19.

The 2019/20 league season was
cancelled due to COVID, but the
London FA Senior Trophy was
secured for the first time in the
club’s history. Sadly, the 20/21
league season was annulled too.

Welcome back to the Menace Arena. We hope that the management, 
officials, players and supporters of Borden Hill enjoy their visit to 
Peckham Town. We also welcome today’s referee, Barry Jeal, and his 
two assistants, John Ryan and Haniel Whitmore.

We hope you enjoyed our last outing at the Menace Arena against Ide Hill.  
We don’t always like to make it easy on ourselves or you! We had to come 
from behind twice before securing all three points with a strong second 
half display. It was a very different match at Hawkinge Town last Saturday, 
which is never an easy place to travel to. We were down to the bare 
bones due to injuries, absences and suspensions. Joe Thomas became 
our sixth goalkeeper of the season when he donned the gloves, and the 
second player who is usually an outfield player! It really demonstrates the 
togetherness of the squad that we managed to come away with a clean 
sheet and three points despite the adversity we faced in this match. 
The back line held firm to protect Joe, while David Gabor grabbed the 
only goal of the game with a lovely finish on the turn. Hawkinge became 
more frustrated as the game wore on and were reduced to ten men due to 
a horrific challenge on Tidi Barry, who fortunately escaped with no broken 
bones, but a lot of bruising and swelling. Menace Life Ain’t Easy!

We are very grateful for today’s match sponsors - London Economic.  
They have given us great support throughout the season on their website, 
social media and with the pitch-side banners. We hope they have a great 
afternoon at the Menace today. We also welcome Jackie Legg, as our 
match ball sponsor today, and yes, Jackie is our goalkeeper’s mum. 
We hope you have a great afternoon at the Menace too, and you see 
a clean sheet.

We are on the road next week at Ide Hill FC, but don’t travel to their home 
ground, as the first team doesn’t play there at the moment. There is the 
usual away day guide later in the programme. We are then back at the 
Menace on 26 February when we host Farnborough OBG. Our fixtures for 
March are not yet out, when this programme goes to print. However, they 
will be out very soon, so keep your eyes peeled on social media. We will 
play Ten-Em-Be and Otford United at home on dates to be confirmed, and 
all other remaining matches will be away in March and April. It would be 
great to see more support on the road to help our push to win the league, 
or at least finish as high as possible. 

Enjoy the game, and Up the Menace!
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Team: Borden Village FC  
Player Manager: Matt Rowe
Joint Manager and Coach: Conor Twomey

 
 

 

 
 

 
Please check before traveling
Matches can be postponed at late notice due to inclement weather or other reasons, particularly with the risks 
of COVID currently. Matches will kick off at 2pm during darker months, unless stated.

THEN.
NOW.
LATER. Otford United (H

Stansfeld (O&B) (H)

Tudor Sports (A)

Fleetdown United (A)

Farnborough OBG (H)

P-P

2-2

3-0

3-0

-

n/a

n/a

n/a

-

Sat 10th Jul, 13:00 Fisher FC (H) 1-1 107 Friendly

Date

Sat 17th Jul, 13:00 Worthing Utd (H) 2-2 77 Friendly

Banstead Athletic (H) Friendly

Sat 31st Jul, 13:00 Alleyn Old Boys FC (H) Friendly

Bromleians (A) 3-0 n/a League

Wed 18th Aug, 19:30 Otford United (A) n/a League

New Romney (H) 3-1 123 League

Crockenhill (H) 7-2 League

Fleetdown United (H) 1-0 120 League

Ten-Em-Bee (A) 1-0 n/a League

Hawkinge Town (H) P-P n/a League

K Sports Reserves (H) 122 League

Sat 9th Oct, 12.30 Croydon FC (H) 202 LFA Senior Trophy, R1

Hawkinge Town (H) 127 League

Snodland Town Reserves (A) 1-2 n/a League Cup, R2

Kings Hill (H) 0-1 League

Stansfeld (O&B) (A) 1-2 n/a League

Tudor Sports (H) League

Kings Hill (A) 1-1 n/a League

Borden Village (A) n/a League

Bromleians (H) 3-0 League

Hawkinge Town (A) 1-0 n/a League

League

Red Velvet (H) 1-1 League

Borden Village (H)Sat 12th Feb, 14.45 - - League

League

Farnborough OBG (A) 3-2 n/a League

Ide Hill (A) - - League

League

Ide Hill (H) 5-3 151 League

League

League

Crayford Arrows (A) n/a League Cup, R1

Borden Village Football Club is one of the oldest in the county of Kent having been 
affiliated to the Kent County Football Association since the 1920's. They play their 
home games at Borden Playstool near Sittingbourne. The Kent County League 
Premier Division is the highest level the club has reached in its history.  They are 
now the second most senior club in Sittingbourne after Sittingbourne FC who play 
in the Isthmian League.
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MENACE SCORERS

IN THE KENT COUNTY PREMIER DIVISION AS OF 12.02.22

Farnborough Old Boys Guild

Peckham Town 21 15 3 3 36 481

Tidian Barry 

David Gabor

1

3

2

16

23

22

17

9

21 8 2 11 7 268

Red Velvet 116 15 0 34 462

9 IDE HILL 3
5

14:00, Sat 29th Jan 2022 
The Menace Arena. Attd: 151
Report by Dominic Smith

MENACE

An eight goal thriller that saw Peckham Town triumph with a controlled 
second half display, after a wild first 45 minutes.

Bounced into the Menace Arena today we did, absolutely bounced in. I’ve seen 
bullets leave guns slower, superheros fly to the rescue more lethargically, even 
the odd Government cover-up click into gear less swiftly.

Our ten day isolation having come to an end on Friday, Finn and I practically ran 
down the south circular on our way to see the Menace, pausing only to slap a 
Dennis & Gnasher sticker on the back of the pony in the neighbouring Riding 
School yard (harness life ain’t easy). Saturday and the promise of football had 
been circled in red on the kitchen calendar on isolation day two, and had done so 
much to keep our spirits up while stuck indoors.

Reaching the ground early gave me time to scan the table. 42 points from 19 for 
Peckham puts them a point behind leaders Red Velvet, who have played four 
games fewer; New Romney in third and Stansfield (O&B) in fourth might be 
seven and nine points back respectively, but with two and four games in hand 
could still make up significant ground. Peckham needed a win to continue to put 
pressure on those immediately ahead and behind them.

Ide Hill came into the game solidly in mid-table, on the back of two defeats by a 
margin of one goal. Seven points clear of relegation but seventeen shy of 
promotion, they would doubtless see taking home a point from the Menace 
Arena as a solid return.



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Starting for Peckham Town today were nine of the eleven who started last week’s 
3-0 away win at Tudor Sports. Egleton’s suspension saw Nzimbakany come into 
central defence alongside Carrick, with Dance and Hashemi at full back. Behind 
them, Morgan Campbell made his debut in goal, regular keeper George Legg 
having temporarily skidalddled. Elsewhere, the side was unchanged, Montella and 
Gabor up front supported by a midfield four of Thomas, Barry, Dowding and Meta.

Joining us for the first time pitchside were the latest additions to the Arena, two 
extremely smart new dugouts with pristine red and white seats. Let’s see how long 
the away one stays that way after a few one-sided home victories!

One minute into the game and Ide Hill were one goal to the good. A ball over the top 
saw Higgins run in behind the defence; his shot was saved but only into the path of 
Grant, who tucked the rebound into an empty net. 0-1. It looked offside, but no flag 
was forthcoming from the (home) linesman.

Ide Hill were almost through on 32 minutes, only for a splendidly timed 
block by Nzimbakany to deny the chance of a shot. It was only a brief 
respite however. Seconds later, Ide Hill were level. Passing the ball 
around in front of the Peckham back four, a weak shot deflected off a 
defender and into the path of a grateful striker, who with time and 
space slotted home the equaliser. With a little over half an hour gone,  
it was 2-2, the goal coming from nothing.

And that wasn’t all. Three minutes later Ide Hill were back ahead. 
Peckham failed in an attempt to play out from the back, the ball 
breaking to the away side on the edge of area, where Vidler had space 
to shape a lovely curved shot past Campbell’s despairing dive. 2-3.

For the remainder of the half, Peckham tried to find an equaliser, but 
several hopeful shots produced nothing, and indeed the home side 
were grateful for an offside call after Ide Hill had put the ball in the net. 
Upon the resumption, Peckham made two changes. One was 
switching Dowding and Meta to right and left wing respectively, the 
other was bringing on Norman Hong for Tidi Barry. Both moves were 
to be decisive.

Coming down the hill, and with the wind behind them, Peckham looked 
a different proposition. But, in terms of attempts on goal, the first ten 
minutes of the half were as uneventful as any passage in the first half 
as Ide Hill settled into a more defensive pattern and Peckham looked to 
gradually assert themselves and probe for opportunities.

Kieran Dowding, now on the right wing, was causing the Ide Hill 
defence most concern, as much of Peckham’s best attacking play 
looked to go through him. On 49 minutes he and Dance worked 
some space to provide a cross for Gabor, but his effort was over. 
              Five minutes later Dowding broke up an Ide Hill attack and in  
              an instant released Montella with a long pass, but again the    
   shot was off target.

However, Peckham responded instantly. A free kick some forty yards out was 
chipped into the area. Stephane Nzimbakany rose majestically, looping a header 
over the keeper and into the net. 1-1 and only two minutes gone.

Now the game could settle down a little, with Ide Hill arguably having the better of 
the exchanges as they had conditions in their favour, albeit that their best openings 
often owed something to errors from the home side. Thomas was robbed in 
midfield, and Ide Hill worked the break to Grant but his tame shot was down 
Campbell’s throat. Minutes later the Peckham stopper rushed out to close down 
Higgins who had broken free on the corner of the area - the pressure from the 
keeper saw the shot trickle wide. With 15 minutes gone, the away side hollered for a 
penalty after their player fell on the ball in the area; the referee was unmoved.

Some wasteful Peckham finishing interspersed Ide Hill’s pressure. Hashemi’s cross 
from the left, after good combination work with Dowding, caused havoc but no shot 
on target resulted, before first Gabor and then Montella shot over, the latter after a 
thrilling surge out of defence by Nzimbakany quickly turned defence into attack.

On 20 minutes, it was a defensive error that eventually lead to Peckham Town 
taking the lead. A poor goal kick from the Ide Hill keeper barely made it to the centre 
circle, and was met by a strong head from Gabor, releasing Joshua Montella 
behind the defence. He had time to pick his spot, curling the ball into the corner of 
the net. A trail of bubbles stretching past the away dugout ensued, as the home 
fans delighted in the turnaround. 2-1.

Now Peckham attacked with renewed enthusiasm. Barry surged into the box, only 
to see his cross plucked off the head of a teammate by the Ide Hill keeper. Dowding 
ran half the length of the left wing, only to be stopped by a foul, the free kick coming 
to nothing. And Montella surged through on goal on the left of the area, only for a 
heavy final touch to allow the keeper a chance to intervene. Gavin Powers

 Morgan Campbell; 
Kevin Dance, Mustafa Hashemi, 
Stephane Nzimbakany, Adam 
Carrick (c); Nicky Meta, Kieran 
Dowding, Tidian Barry, Joe 
Thomas; David Gabor, Joshua 
Montella 

(4-4-2):



 

It was a superb, determined piece of individual effort from Hong that eventually created 
Peckham’s third goal. Decisively winning the ball in midfield he surged forward into the 
area, reaching the byline before pulling back a cross for Joshua Montella to slot home 
at the near post. 3-3 with 20 minutes to play.

Now it was all Peckham, as the home side strove for a winner. A searching Hong 
diagonal freed Dowding, who rounded the keeper and cut the ball back from byline, 
only for Montella’s shot to be cleared off the line. Moments later Dance, after winning a 
tough physical battle, also fed Dowding, who cut inside this time and fired off a good 
shot that the keeper was behind all the way. It seemed only a matter of time.

Goal number four for Peckham duly arrived on 76 minutes. Meta sent in a lovely 
cross from the left, a Montella flick-on took the ball away from the Ide Hill keeper, and 
Kieran Dowding pounced at the far post. The crowd behind goal went wild, as 
Dowding wheeled away in celebration, his crucial goal a fitting reward for an excellent 
afternoon’s work. 4-3.

Certainty arrived with six minutes to play, as Marcus Black was suddenly freed by an 
excellent pass from deep by Hong; the striker, on as a sub for Gabor on 65 minutes, 
rounded the keeper and was celebrating long before the ball crossed the line to make it 
5-3. The eight minutes between Peckham’s fourth and fifth goals were notable mainly 
for the approximately seventeen unsuccessful attempts made by the Ide Hill goalkeeper 
to move his water bottle out of the goal mouth and into the net.

Up by two goals and in no mood to allow the visitors any way back, Peckham largely 
controlled possession and territory until the final whistle, which sounded after a powerful 
shot from outside the box by Hong had whistled just wide. A goal would have been a 
just reward for his game-changing contribution from the bench; he would have to settle 
instead for the King of the Match award and the love of the crowd of 151. Now all that 
remained was to clap the players from the pitch, say goodbyes, and check out how 
other scores had gone. Having found that all three of Red Velvet, New Romney and 
Stansfeld (O&B) had won, the Menace’s second half turnaround felt all the more vital, 
ahead of next week’s tricky away trip to sixth place Hawkinge Town.

Turning for home, Finn - fresh from chasing the post match bubbles round like a dog 
who’s just been told his tail’s on fire - couldn’t stop raving about how Peckham had 
come from behind twice to win, and was desperate to know when the next game would 
be. Which put me in mind of something Adam Carrick said in his match report two 
weeks ago. Thanking the fans for coming he said how grateful the players were for the 
support, and for us sacrificing our Saturdays. Adam, it’s hardly a sacrifice when the 
days are as great as these! Seeing Peckham Town was literally the first thing we both 
wanted to do coming out of isolation: in fact, I feel like to earn that 5-3 win, we should 
have done a month!

Page: Various shots from our 
5 - 3 win against Ide Hill. 

Mike Urban, Gavin Powers 



Joe Thomas; Maximin(4-4-2):
Pouvreau, Charlie Egleton,
Adam Carrick (c), Mustafa
Hashemi; Kevin Dance,
Norman Hong, Tidi Barry, 
Kieran Dowding; David 
Gabor, Marcus Black. 

 Hamid Bangura and 
Hugo Chasseriaux

 
 

 
 

14:45, Sat 5th Feb 2022 

 
 

Report by Dave Webster
So, this was another "Jolly Boy’s" outing down to the Kent coast, 
almost. No, not Margate this time, but Hawkinge.

The Menace went into this match with a very depleted match day squad. 
No George Legg, as he was still ‘sloping’ off. Last week's loan 'stopper, 
Morgan Campbell, was unavailable, along with the U18 goalkeeper. Full 
back / and occasional deputy goalkeeper, Elton Romaku, was also absent. 
So with four potential goalkeepers unavailable, midfielder Joe Thomas 
donned the goalkeeper gloves! Also absent was the skipper Nicky Meta 
through suspension, while Stephane Nzimbakay, Samuel Boakye and 
Joshua Montella were unavailable too.

All was not lost as Charlie Egleton returned from suspension to partner 
Adam Carrick in central defence - the latter wearing the captain's armband 
for the first time. Two new signings would make their debuts, Maximin 
Pouvreau starting at right back, and Hugo Chasseriaux on the bench, 
along with the returning Hamid Bangura. Both debutants, incidentally 
having been signed from the French 5th tier. Norman Hong started in 
midfield and the veteran Marcus Black, but with the pace of a novice, 
started for the first time since he came out of retirement for a third time.

So the first half kicked off atop the wind swept pitch, and if I’m honest, it 
was a 45 minutes neither side would be proud of. The wind helped neither 
team, yes it was end to end but it had nil-nil written all over it. Even an 
early change for the hosts, their number 4 limping off on 10 minutes failed 
to make any difference. Gabor had a chance on 16 minutes but hit it high 
and wide, and Dowding saw his effort sail wide a minute before the half 
hour mark. The Menace had two great counter attacks on the 31st and 
34th minute. The second was only thwarted by the assistants flag inside 
the Hawkinge box. Dance was given a harsh yellow on 38 minutes for shirt 
pulling after what was surely a foul against the Peckham winger. That was 
the last real action and the referee blew for half time. Both teams left the 
pitch with neither of the keepers having much to do.

Surely the second half would be better, and an unchanged Peckham certainly came 
out of the blocks with all cylinders firing. The only goal of the game came in the 51st 
minute. David Gabor received the ball from the right just inside the 18 yard box. He 
controlled it well and with some nifty footwork, he managed to lose his marker. 
With the whole goal to aim for, he struck it low to the keepers right, who had no 
chance of saving it. A deserved lead for the Menace, just!

The hosts were up for it now, and wanted to keep their unbeaten start to 2022 intact. 
Peckham, however, weren't going to give up their slender lead without a fight. Tidi 
Barry went into the book on 59 minutes for a rash challenge, and one can only think 
that from this moment his card was marked! It was hearts in mouths time on 67 
minutes when Charlie Egleton let the ball through thinking he was the last man and it 
would end up in the hands of Joe Thomas. Cue the quick thinking Hawkinge striker to 
latch on to it with the goal at his mercy. Poised to pull the trigger, across came 
debutant Pouvreau to nick it away and clear.

The game would change on 69 minutes when the host's saw their left back sent to 
the sin bin. However, this turned out to be their advantage as they kept pushing for 
the equalizer. It nearly came after Charlie Egleton was adjudged to have fouled the 
Hawkinge striker as he rose to head the ball clear. The free kick, on the edge of the D 
was well struck but thankfully skimmed the bar and flew over. A warning sign for the 
Menace that this game was far from won. The first change for the Menace came 2 
minutes later on 74 minutes, Hamid Bangura coming on for the frustrated Kieran 
Dowding. A wise move from Mary Phillip as the hosts had been winding Dowding up 
and his fuse had been ignited minutes earlier.

On 85 minutes, the ugly side of the game appeared as a high reckless challenge on 
Barry by the Hawkinge number 15. The challenge left the Menace midfielder down, 
clearly visibly and audibly in some distress. To the amazement of the Peckham 
bench, players and supporters the referee only brandished the yellow card. All the 
time the protests were ongoing the entire Menace bench and a few players were 
tending to the injured Barry. At this point the assistant on the far side called the 
referee over, and after their brief chat, he returned to produce a straight red to the 
offending player, and rightly so.

There were now calls for a stretcher to carry the stricken midfielder off. Unfortunately 
there didn’t seem to be one, so Barry was carried off the pitch by his teammates and 
into the clubhouse. Thankfully, and we commend him for this, one of the Hawkinge 
coaching staff looked after Tidi. After a five minute delay, Hugo Chasseriaux replaced 
Barry and the game resumed on the 90 minute mark. The French midfielder played a 
defence splitting ball with his first touch that almost played Marcus Black in on goal, 
and provided evidence that he could be another astute signing.

There would be at least 7 minutes still to play, and again the 10 man disadvantage for 
the hosts turned out to be an advantage and worked in their favour. Hawkinge began 
to take control of the game, but the Menace dug deep and defended well to deny the 
hosts and see out the game. A decent performance from Peckham in tricky 
conditions and more importantly three points that take them back to the Top of the 
table. Now on 48 points and two clear of Red Velvet, who, however, have a massive 
five games in hand! 

HAWKINGE TOWN
MENACE 1

0



VOLUNTEER

What's your role at the club?

 

Match-Day Twitter and recently Match Reporter

Who do you support, other than the Menace? 
Liverpool FC

Cricket, is that an Olympic event? I think it was once, possibly!

What’s the most expensive thing you’ve broken?

How many pigeons do you think you could carry at once? 

What’s the biggest animal you could sellotape to a door? 

My mum's bird bath when I was 5. I was riding my bike around it 
and I fell off and snapped it at the base - a stone bird bath, snapped
at the base!

If I use my large suitcase, then I reckon I could squeeze 300 odd in it. 

A baby elephant, easy. I work for a stationery company, so I have
a limitless supply of sellotape!

Are you a dog or cat?

 

I'll say dog, although I have been called a pussy once.

What is your favourite Menace moment?

 

Winning the London FA Trophy springs to mind!

 

Tea, I can't function in the morning without a cup. Strong mature
cheddar on crackers as an evening snack too!

Who is the greatest ever footballer and why?

What is your preferred South London fried chicken shop / chain?

Tea or cheese?

Which Olympic event would you most like to compete in?
 

Toughie, but my football idol is Kenny Dalglish having had a No. 7 
on my first LFC shirt so I'd have to say him. The current greatest
footballer has to be Mo Salah, followed by Nicky Meta

Best thing about volunteering for Peckham Town FC?

 

You feel part of a family, always made to feel welcome

 
I'll pass, as I live in Kent, KFC maybe

If you could weigh it, how heavy would the internet be?
12 stone 6

 
 

 
 

Ide Hill on 19th February

Your programme editor was very much looking forward to 
a visit to Ide Hill, as there is a great village pub and it’s in 
a picturesque part of Kent. Sadly, the first team players of 
Ide Hill don’t share the same priorities, and prefer to play 
on a 3G pitch at Wrotham school near Sevenoaks.  
Apparently, the surface of the pitch is more important 
than having a good day out!  On the plus side, it is much 
easier to get to.

Borough Green & Wrotham train station is solidly in 
Borough Green itself, and it’s a ten minute walk to 
Wrotham school. There is very little to detain you in 
Borough Green. If you had visited prior to 2017, then you 
could have visited two banks, but they have both closed 
now so you won’t be able to undertake any banking 
during your visit. There are two pubs in the village - the 
Black Horse has cask ale. Fun fact - Richard Dixon, a 
chemist who has done notable work on the thermal and 
optical properties of matter, was born in Borough Green 
on 25 December 1930.

If you’re feeling adventurous, then you could hop on the 
308 bus from the train station (12.53 out and 13.56 to 
Wrotham school) or walk two miles to the Old House pub 
in Ightham. Up to six cask ales are dispensed by gravity, 
often from wooden casks. It was the Gravesend & 
Darrent Valley CAMRA branch pub of the year in 2019 
and 2020. It is open from midday to 3pm and from 7pm, 
so best to go pre-match.

TRAVEL INFO
Wrotham School, Borough Green

Road, Wrotham, TN15 7RD  

Travel to Wrotham
(for Ide Hill FC) - train at .01 and .31 past hour
(20 minutes) from Peckham Rye to Bromley
South, then change for Borough Green &
Wrotham (30 minutes) and it’s then a ten
minute walk to the school.

 
Black Horse (TN15 8HF)

or Old House (TN15 9EE)



 There are a 
range of items behind the bar, including scarves, 
caps, beanies, bobble hats, snoods, stickers, pin 

COME SPEAK TO US OR VISIT PECKHAMTOWNFOOTBALLCLUB.COM  /  DM US: @PECKHAMTOWNFC

One off / Full season 
programme advert

Menace TV sponsorship

Match ball sponsor  
per game (includes 4 

entries & 4 progs)

Entrance shed 
sponsorship

Match day sponsor  
per game (includes  

4 entries, 4 progs, free 
drinks and pin badges)

Menace Bar naming  
rights (1 season)

Advertising board  
at stadium

New scoreboard  
(8ft x 4ft)

£50/£500

£500

£100

£500

£50

£500

£250-£500

£1000

 
We have sold out for now, but a new player could always be around the door!? There are many  
other ways to sponsor the club, and we have listed some ideas below. However, we are always  
open to new ideas, so please do get in touch if you would like to support your club.
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shua Montella (FW)

Elton Romaku (LB)
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)
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id Bangura (ST)David Gabor (FW)

JACKIE PHILLIP

SIMON HEMSLEY

TURNSTILE DUO
TONI & CHRIS
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Joe Thomas (MF)

Kev
in Dance (RM/FW)

We hope you like our new dugouts! 
They are certainly a fantastic addition to the 
Menace Arena. They are built to last, and we 
hope that they will keep home and away 
coaches and substitutes safe from the bad 
weather in the winter for many years to come.
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WE PRINT IN PECKHAM!
plus5ive print & digital

We’re your friendly local printer - why not pop in and see us at 
   Units 1-4, 1a Philip Walk SE15 3NH (behind Mr Bao)

***FANTASTIC DEALS ON MENU PRINTING***
 Brochures • Leaflets • Flyers • Stationery • Postcards

Call our friendly team on: 020 7277 9410
or email: info@plus5print.com 

We are pleased to welcome 
our new programme printers 

to the Menace family

Good luck for the future!
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REFEREE / ASSISTANTS

BORDEN VILLAGE
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